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Abstract: The interaction of an atmospheric pressure plasma jet with different dielectric surfaces is
investigated using a setup of two ring electrodes around a ceramic capillary. In this study, in addition
to electrical measurement methods such as the determination of voltage and current, special emphasis
was placed on the power measurements at the electrodes and the effluent. The power dissipation is
correlated with Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) absorption spectroscopy measurements of O3 and
NO2 densities. The results show the correlation between the dielectric constant and the dissipated
power at the target. The ratio between power dissipation at the grounded ring electrode and the
grounded surface shows an increase with increasing dielectric constant of the target. A correlation of
the results with bacteria, tissue and water as envisaged dielectric targets shows four times the power
dissipation at the treatment spot between bacteria and tissue.

Keywords: power dissipation; plasma diagnostics; atmospheric pressure plasma jet; plasma medicine;
dielectric surface; dielectric properties; Lissajous figure; operation mode

1. Introduction

Plasma devices operating at atmospheric pressure are a useful tool for many applications,
from exhaust treatment to medical use [1–3]. The unique properties of the devices arise from the local
generation of multiple reactive species on the spot [4]. A broad range of investigations consider the
application of plasma treatment of surfaces aiming to coat, decontaminate or heal specific surfaces.
However, the diagnostics of the devices were performed while operating without a target in front [5–7].

One major application for plasma being researched is the field of plasma medicine. In plasma
medicine, cold atmospheric pressure plasma is found to inactivate a broad spectrum of microorganisms
in wounds and to stimulate cell proliferation and tissue regeneration mediated by direct treatment via
ultraviolet radiation and creation of reactive species or by indirect effects through excitation of the
liquid phase of the cell or wound [8].

For plasma setups, the characteristics like emission, species generation, electrical field strength
amplitude and even stability are impacted when a surface is put in close vicinity [9–14]. Thus, an
increased interest has arisen in recent years in the investigation of interaction with a target made of
liquid, dielectric or metal resembling specific application conditions [15–19]. The range of dielectric
constants varies considerably ranging from low values in alumina to virtually infinity for metals.

The present contribution provides a systematic investigation on the effect of dielectric properties
of different surfaces in front of a plasma jet on the discharge stability and power distribution. A plasma
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jet with a dielectric capillary and two ring electrodes (high voltage and grounded) as well as a grounded
electrode behind the dielectric surface is investigated with power measurements at both electrodes
for a variety of six different dielectric surfaces (εr = 2.25. . . 160). The power consumption at the ring
electrode and the surface electrode is measured for all six dielectrics as well as for different applied
voltages. The distribution of power is derived from these measurements. Density measurements of
O3 and NO2 by Fourier-transform infrared absorption spectroscopy allow an insight of the target
permittivity on species production efficiency. Finally, the influence of permittivity on power and
species development in plasma is used to get qualitative predictions on medically relevant targets
such as E. coli, tissue or water.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The plasma source consisted of an alumina
capillary with a 3 mm outer and a 1.1 mm inner diameter. A gas flow of 2 slm helium was introduced
through the capillary. A sinusoidal voltage Uapp was applied on the first copper electrode (high
voltage (HV) electrode in Figure 1). To create a high voltage, a sinusoidal signal generated by a
waveform generator ( f = 17.9 kHz, PicoScope 3460B, Pico Technology, St Neots, UK) was amplified
by a power amplifier (AG 1021, T&C Power, Rochester, NY, USA) in series with a high-voltage
transformer. The second copper electrode was grounded. The dielectric surface had a distance dT to
the opposing capillary orifice and was grounded via an attached copper plate. A high voltage probe V0

(P6015A, Tektronix, Inc. Beaverton, OR, USA) was connected to the first ring electrode for high voltage
measurements. To measure the input power, a current monitor (6585 Pearson Electronics, Palo Alto,
CA, USA) was placed around the input HV line. Optionally, the current over Ri = 100 Ω resistors or
the voltage drop over Styroflex capacitors Ci = 220 pF was measured with voltage probes Vi (TA131,
Pico Technology, St Neots, UK), where i represents the grounded ring electrode (1) and the grounded
counter electrode (2).

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the discharge device, including the electrical circuit and the dimensions
of the electrode placement. The variables in this study are the applied voltage Uapp and the dielectric
constant εr of the external dielectric surface.

The dielectrics used in this experiment with their relative permittivity and their major associated
polarization mechanisms are shown in Table 1. Values for water, tissue and E. coli are added as
reference [20–22] due to their relevance in plasma medicine.
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Table 1. Dielectric materials used in this study with dielectric constant, polarization effects and sample
values for water, tissue and E. coli. EP—electronic polarization, IP—ionic polarization, DP—dipolar
polarization [20]. *** indicates no available information on polarization effects.

Dielectric PE SiO2 B270 Al2O3 ZrO2 TiO2 H2O Tissue E. coli

Permittivity 2.25 4.3 7,0 9,0 22 160 80 60 6.5
Polarization EP, IP EP, IP EP, IP EP, IP, DP EP, IP, DP EP, IP, DP EP, IP, DP *** ***

2.2. Power Determination

The transferred charges could be determined from the measured charging curves of the capacitors.
Relating these charges with the input voltages, one received Lissajous figures. The power dissipation
could be determined from the area of these figures. Due to the setup with three electrodes, nonlinear
plasma dynamics arose, so that the classical power determination via the Manley equation [23] was
not possible. Charge transfer and discharges between the electrodes caused the Lissajous figure to
fold, which could result in intersections of the curve. Using the Gauss’s area formula, the enclosed
area AP of the resulting figure can be calculated with the vertices (xj, yj) [24]:

AP =
1
2

∣∣∣∣∣ n

∑
j=0

−1(yj + yj+1 mod n)(xj − xj+1 mod n)

∣∣∣∣∣. (1)

This area corresponded to the dissipated energy Edis of the discharges. By including the frequency,
the mean dissipated power Pi could be determined with

Pi =
1
T

T∫
0

Uapp(t) · Ci
dUi(t)

dt
= f

∮
one

cycle

Uapp dQi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Edis=AP

(2)

for one of the electrodes i = 1, 2 considering the applied voltage Uapp [25]. In this geometry, Pi describes
the power dissipated at the respective electrode.

The input power Pin was acquired by measuring Uapp and the input current I0. To consider power
losses, the power measurement was performed also without plasma ignition P0 by switching off the
helium flow. The calculations were comparable with [6]:

Pin/0 =
1
T

T∫
0

Uapp(t) · I0(t)dt (plasma on/off), (3)

Pplasma = Pin − P0. (4)

Finally, the power dissipated into the effluent was described as the loss into emission and species
production and was determined by

Peffluent = Pplasma − P1 − P2. (5)

2.3. Determination of Produced Species Densities

In order to obtain an insight into the plasma chemical effects triggered by exchanging the treated
dielectric and by the concomitant change in electrical power dissipation, absolute densities of ozone
(O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) were measured using Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) absorption
spectroscopy. A sufficient sensitivity for far-field measurements was provided by attaching a 32 m
multi-pass cell to the spectrometer in use (Vertex 80v, Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA).
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The desired species were expected to be produced in reactions with the surrounding atmosphere.
Therefore, a reproducible environment needed to be created. This is realized by operating the plasma
source in a glass cell that was flushed with 5 slm of dry, artificial air (80% N2, 20% O2). A vacuum
pump at the multi-pass cell outlet and a throttle valve at its inlet led to a pressure of 280 mbar in the
cell. Over the throttle valve, the gas produced by the plasma source in its controlled atmosphere was
aspirated into the multi-pass cell. Figure 2 depicts the overall setup that has previously been used
e.g., in [26].

Figure 2. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy setup used to measure absolute densities of O3 and
NO2. GCC is the gas collector cell and MPC is the multi-pass cell.

The measurement captured a wavenumber range of 700 to 4000 cm−1, which allowed the detection
of several nitrogen compounds such as nitric oxide (NO) and nitrous oxide (N2O) in addition to the
expected most abundant species O3 and NO2 in the far-field. Consequently, an unexpected generation
of byproducts in concentrations above the qualitative detection limit around 5 × 1012 cm−3 can be
detected as well. The limit for a sound quantitative analysis in the measurement system is in the
range of 1 × 1013 cm−3. Density values were calculated by fitting reference spectra from the HITRAN
database [27] using the absorbance function

AFTIR = − ln
I(ν)
I0(ν)

= ∑
i

niσi(ν)L. (6)

3. Results

The discharge dynamics are examined by electrical characterization in the following section.
Basic electrical characteristics of the setup shown in Figure 1 are presented in Figure 3. The observed
current pulses show an asymmetric current signal that is typical for this measurement setup consisting
of three electrodes [11]. Due to the applied sinusoidal voltage (Uapp = 9.0 kVpp), the generated charge
carriers are separated. The ions accumulate on the surface of the cathode, the electrons on surface of
the anode. As a result, an electric field is generated that counteracts the external field generated by
the voltage (up to #1 in Figure 3). As the external applied voltage decreases, the internal electric field
causes the discharge in the capillary. A fast current peak of I1 = 2.1 mA and a duration of 1.5 µs is
observed at the grounded ring electrode (#1 in Figure 3). This leads to further ionization of the helium
gas, which flows through the capillary. The resulting ions partially recombine with surface charge
carriers on the inner surface of the capillary. Another part of the ions is accelerated by the internal
electric field towards the grounded ring electrode. These ions accumulate on the capillary inside of
the grounded ring electrode and partly diffuse to the capillary edge, which results in the formation of
a plasma bullet. The bullet is accelerated by the electric field of the surface charge carriers towards
the grounded counter electrode and impinge on the surface of the dielectric target. A current pulse of
inverse polarity with a peak value of I1 = 0.25 mA and a duration of 1µs is measured (#2 in Figure 3).
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A fast ’return stroke’, consisting of electrons, leads from the surface of the counter electrode to the
capillary edge, leaving behind a charge channel for further ions [28,29].

Figure 3. Current and voltage characteristics of the discharge in helium with SiO2 as dielectric target
(Uappl = 9.0 kVpp, dT = 6 mm). 1–4 and 1’–4’ mark characteristic events.

Due to the steadily increasing input voltage and the resulting electric field, additional ions are
deposited at the capillary edge, which initiates a further discharge to the dielectric. The discharge
leads to a current drop of 0.7 mA with a duration of 3µs at the ring electrode (#3 in Figure 3). Similar
to the previous discharge, a ’return stroke’ leads to compensation of ions and electrons between the
capillary and the dielectric. As soon as the input voltage drops, the external electric field decreases.
The electric field induced by the surface charge carriers leads to the acceleration of the electrons from
the HV-electrode towards the ring electrode. A negative current peak of I1 = −2.25 mA and a duration
of 1.5µs is observed at the grounded ring electrode (#4 in Figure 3). The ions accelerate in the opposite
direction. The electrons are further accelerated to the counter electrode leaving a charge channel, so
that a backward bullet can be formed. Due to the negative current signal between 25µs and 45µs
electrons diffuse to the counter electrode and restore the starting conditions [30].

The comparison of the discharge curves of the capacitors shows the charge transport across the
plasma column (see Figure 3). The discharges within the capillary cause a change in the slope of the
measured voltage U1 (#1, #4 in Figure 3). A major change in voltage U2 is observed when the bullet
strikes the dielectric (#2’, #3’ in Figure 3). The charge transport is the key parameter for the power
dissipated in the plasma P1 and the power transmission to the counter electrode P2.

The power is determined by the enclosed area of the Lissajous figures calculated with the Gauss’s
area formula (see Equation (1)). Examples of Lissajous figures for the grounded ring electrode using
different dielectrics are shown in Figure 4. Lissajous figures on the counter electrode have a rounded
rectangular shape (not shown here). Similar to the current signal, the voltage value is asymmetric due
to the setup with three electrodes, which results in charge interaction between the dielectric and the
capillary of the plasma source. As a result, nodal points can occur in the Lissajous figures for our setup.
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Therefore, the relative permittivity is a decisive influencing factor. While one obtains a continuous
area for the Lissajous figure when applying the plasma to PE (εr,PE = 2.25), the number of nodes
increases with increasing dielectric constant (εr,ZrO2 = 22, εr,TiO2 = 160). Each node correlates with a
charge exchange process taking place and charges that are stored on the capillary being delivered to
the counter electrode. With the increased number of nodes for increasing εr, a decrease of the encircled
area is observed, indicating a reduction in power at the ring electrode. When evaluating the curves in
Figure 4 that contain nodes, one has to consider that automated routines as in Origin (Origin2018b,
OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) generate negative area values that would stand for
negative powers. To avoid these errors, the Gauss’s area formula was implemented to calculate the
area under the curves.

Figure 4. Q–V-plot for representative dielectric targets and copper target with an applied voltage offset
Uapp,off = 4.0 kV between each dielectric (dT = 6 mm).

In Figure 5, the measured dissipated power at the ring electrode and the counter electrode
is shown for different applied voltages. Each curve represents one dielectric target at the counter
electrode. With increasing voltage, the dissipated power at the ring electrode starts to rise until it
reaches 2 kV (first grey bar). Above 2 kV, a drop in dissipated power is observed for each dielectric
material followed by a rise up to 4 kV (second grey bar). Around a voltage of 4 kV, most dielectrics
show a second drop in dissipated power at the ring electrode that correlates with a second inverse
current pulse. Only for TiO2, which has the the highest εr, this second drop was not observed within
the operated voltage range.

Considering the dissipated power at the counter electrode shown in Figure 5, a weak increase is
observed until 2 kV. Above 2 kV, correlating with the drop of the power at the ring electrode P1, a first
strong increase in dissipated power at the counter electrode P2 is observed. While the power at the
ring electrode drops about 80 mW, the increase at the counter electrodes rises above 200 mW. With a
further rise in voltage, the dissipated power increases nearly linearly again until around 4 kV; a second
strong increase is observed for most dielectrics except for TiO2. One further observation is the increase
of Uapp required for the second strong increase when increasing the dielectric permittivity.

A surface with a lower permittivity resembles a lower capacity and is charged within a shorter
time frame compared to higher εr. Once charged until a certain point, the local electrical field of the
surface charges generate a counteracting electrical field negating the external electrical field from the
setup. By further increasing the applied voltage Uapp, the external field is increased again until a
further ignition is enabled considering memory effects and hence reduced ignition requirements (see
#3 and #3’ in Figure 3). For higher εr, a higher capacity has to be charged and the additional charges
are distributed through surface ionization waves (SIWs) [10]. As a result of the longer charging time
and increased spatial distribution through SIWs, the countering of the external electrical field requires
a longer time frame and ultimately a higher Uapp for the second discharge signal.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Dissipated power Pi(εr) for (a) grounded ring electrode (i = 1) and (b) grounded surface
electrode (i = 2) at different applied voltages (dT = 6 mm).

While the dissipated power at the counter electrode seems to rise constantly, a saturation or
limitation seems to occur at the discharge inside the capillary. Our previous investigation showed a
similar saturation in the ‘core’ discharge in a different geometry at about 1 W [6]. In the present setup,
the limit is between 130 mW and 160 mW depending on the dielectric target. One interpretation is a
saturation of the charge accumulation on the dielectric capillary resembling a geometrical limitation [6].
Another reason for the limitation could be the additional induced electric field by the deposited
charged that generates a second discharge channel (#3’ in Figure 3). As a result, a second conductive
channel for charge exchange is formed, which has been previously measured [11,30].

Now, correlating the dissipated power with the species production by measuring the far-field
densities shows a clear tendency towards an increased density by up to one order of magnitude for
an applied voltage of 3.5 kV compared to 2 kV (Figure 6). For Uapp,off = 2 kV, species densities of
O3 and NO2 do not exceed the quantitative detection limit of about 1 × 1013 cm−3, yet qualitative
detection was possible in all cases (low densities). For Uapp,off = 3.5 kV, the O3 density increases
with the increasing permittivity from 1 × 1013 cm−3 up to 4 × 1013 cm−3 while NO2 does not reach
a quantitative detection limit of 1 × 1013 cm−3 but was observed qualitatively again. Other species
absorbing in the considered wavenumber range of 700 to 4000 cm−1 could not be detected.

Figure 6. Measured O3 (filled data points) and NO2 (open data points) densities for each dielectric
target and voltage amplitudes of 2 kV (black points) and 3.5 kV (red points), dT = 6 mm. The qualitative
detection limit of the species fit is inserted at 1 × 1013 cm−3. The fit includes only values above the
qualitative detection limit.
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Since the measurement is performed in the far-field post reactions of the produced species by
e.g., working gas humidity, chamber humidity or flushing gas have to be considered when discussing
the total densities. This humidity is a function of time and hence not fully negligible [31]. In the present
setup, it was shown previously that humidity has a negligible effect on ozone densities in the FTIR
measurements while NO2 densities might even increase with higher humidity [32].

Switching between a discharge with and without contact to the dielectric surface resembles the
observation described for a different setup, where the two options are called low-power mode and
high-power mode [33]. In our setup, the high-power mode seems stable and reproducible for an
applied voltage of 2 kV and the low-power mode for values below 2 kV. Just above 2 kV, a phase
transition occurs with a discharge towards the surface electrode in successive every fourth, third and
second period before stabilizing for a discharge in every period. Another study called these modes
bullet mode for in our case below 2 kV and continuous mode above 2 kV [34]. The chaotic mode was
not observed in the present setup under our operating conditions despite similarities to literature [35].
However, initial indications of this mode were observed for lower helium supply quality, especially at
higher voltages.

4. Discussion

In Figure 7, the power ratio of P2 to P1 is plotted against the dielectric permittivity of the surface
for the two grey areas shown in Figure 5. The black triangles show the ratio for an applied voltage
of 2 kV and the red triangles for 3.5 kV. From the power ratio with increasing permittivity, a clear
tendency is observed for Uapp = 3.5 kV, while, at Uapp = 2 kV, the ratio stays constantly below 0.5; it
increases steadily for Uapp = 3.5 kV with increasing εr. The highest measured ratio is around 6.5 for
TiO2, hence over six times more power is dissipated outside the capillary then inside.

Figure 7. (Top) ratio of dissipated power at the target electrode (2) and the ring electrode (1) for voltage
amplitudes of 2 kV and 3.5 kV. In addition, the expected values for a target electrode consisting of
E. coli, tissue or water are extrapolated. (Bottom) the plasma power and the effluent power from
Equations (4) and (5) are presented for voltage amplitudes of 2 kV and 3.5 kV, dT = 6 mm.
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The different ratios show the influence of the dielectric permittivity of the target on the distribution
of power between the inside and outside of the capillary. For any application, this could impact the
effectivity of the device, since an increase or decrease in power dissipation scales with the production of
e.g., ions, emission or reactive species (see Figure 6) and thereby the impact on a surface. The effect of
this feature on plasma parameters like electron temperature is an exciting topic for future investigations
with this setup. First, results on fundamental plasma parameters show no significant impact in the gap
but rather near and on the surface [15]. In addition, modeling results indicate an order of magnitude
increase in reactive species densities in the gap [10]. In the far-field, however, we measured an increase
of half an order of magnitude O3 density.

While the overall ratio of dissipated power at the grounded counter electrode P2 to the grounded
ring electrode, P1 grows for increasing dielectric constant of the surface (Figure 7), the input plasma
power Pplasma remains roughly constant for the investigated range of dielectric materials. However,
the effluent power Peffluent drops visibly for TiO2. If the identical setup is operated with a blank copper
electrode as grounded counter electrode Pplasma is doubled, a similar P2/P1 ratio for TiO2 is recorded.
The power dissipation onto a copper target should be most efficient (εr = ∞), while the dissipation
into the effluent is still within the range of all investigated dielectric targets.

In Table 1, we noted the values for the dielectric permittivity. Considering Figure 7 and the impact
of the permittivity, the value itself has to be questioned. For lower permittivities, the values differ
only slightly in literature (e.g., quartz from 3 to 6), while, for ZrO2, values from distributors already
vary between 20 and 29. For TiO2, the permittivity strongly depends on the orientation and can vary
from 90 up to 180. For our investigations, the exact properties of the dielectrics could not be provided
by the manufacturer. Therefore, the fit presents a first interpretation to the best of our knowledge.
Nonetheless, the overall tendency of an increased ratio P2/P1 with increasing permittivity prevails.

In addition to the investigated dielectrics, an interpolation fit was performed to pinpoint targets
of high importance for the exemplary field of plasma medicine and also for coatings of different
dielectric samples. By including E. coli, tissue and water in the graph different power ratios should
be expected from 1.0 for E. coli (P2 = 75 mW) up to 4.5 for tissue (P2 = 250 mW) and 5.0 for water
(P2 = 275 mW). In addition, the interpolation for the O3 densities shows an increase from E. coli with
nO3 = 1.8 × 1013 cm−3 to water and tissue around nO3 = 3.5 × 1013 cm−3. Hence, the application of a
plasma device on a Petri dish with E. coli might differ from the application on a tissue sample. How
much the humid surrounding of E. coli within a Petri dish will impact this ratio is another topic to
consider in this context. The operation of the device in the low power mode will prevent this influence
while reducing the performance. Standardization and comparability are topics for advancing research
and application for plasma devices of the same or even different types [36,37]. At this point, the effect
of a surface on a plasma device is far from understood or even controlled.

Although an extrapolation could provide values for e.g., E. coli, tissue and water, it has to be
taken into account that this investigation has a set of parameters such as the distance between device
and surface predetermined. The distance, however, is subject to constant change under application
conditions, which can lead to changes between low power mode and high power mode. An increase
in distance requires an adaptation of applied voltage to lock an operation mode. We hope to raise
awareness in the scientific community for the impact of the surface positioning and properties on a
plasma device.

5. Conclusions

The interaction of an atmospheric pressure plasma jet with different dielectric surfaces is
investigated in this study. By evaluating discharge characteristics and dissipated power inside the
jet P1 and between the jet and the surface P2, the effect of the dielectric permittivity on the plasma
performance is observed for different applied voltages at a fixed distance. The evaluated voltage-charge
plots revealed several nodal points unknown in literature. Measuring the power P1 and P2 while
increasing the voltage revealed two different operation modes described in the literature as
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• low power mode—the discharge ignites mainly inside the capillary not touching the surface
• high power mode—the discharge reaches the surface, a return stroke and a secondary channel

are created.

While the low power mode has no power dissipation at the surface (P2 around zero), the high
power mode dissipates power at the dielectric surface (P2 = 50 mW to 300 mW). It was observed that
the amplitude of P2 rises with the applied voltage Uapp and the permittivity εr, while P1 increases
as well but not as intensely as P2. The increase of power dissipation indicates an increase of energy,
since the time characteristics stay constant. For the dissipated power P1, a saturation at 160 mW is
indicated, which is interpreted as a geometrical dissipation restriction. In addition, O3 and NO2 were
qualitatively observed for both modes, while only O3 was quantitatively measured for the high power
mode (nO3 = 1 × 1013 cm−3 to 4 × 1013 cm−3).

For each mode, the power ratio of P2 to P1 is evaluated for different εr, revealing a more efficient
power dissipation at the target surface with increasing permittivity and a constant plasma power
Pplasma. This correlates with an increase of O3 densities from 1 × 1013 cm−3 up to 4 × 1013 cm−3. In
addition, the implication for medical application is stated by interpolating the expected power input
onto a target surface consisting of either E. coli, tissue or water. In an application case, a target change
from E. coli to tissue would result in an increase in power dissipation of four times when operating the
device in the high power mode.
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